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Structured and unstructured data is constantly growing, data retention requirements and user access requirements are continuously changing, and the demand for the readiness and availability of business systems and data becomes even higher. The use of content management systems is vital and necessary; it is what makes an organization's success viable. The availability of these systems is of crucial importance.

Several technologies of various degrees have provided an answer to backup, availability, and disaster recovery requirements, but all at a price. How can you achieve maximum availability of your IBM DB2 Content Manager systems while balancing costs, resources, and skills?

The purpose of this IBM Redbook is to introduce the concepts of backup/recovery, high availability, and disaster recovery for Content Manager systems, and provide strategies, options and implementation steps to protect your Content Manager systems. We also explore, through various case studies, how to apply your newly gained knowledge to real-world Content Manager system implementation and practices. This Redbook will also help IT architects, specialists, project managers, and decision makers identify the best high availability and disaster recovery strategies and integrate them into the Content Manager solution design process.
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Introduction to Psychological Theories and Psychotherapy (Pittsburgh Pocket Psychiatry)Oxford University Press, 2014

	This is an introductory text on psychological theories and psychotherapy that approaches the topic from a multidisciplinary perspective. Written for psychiatry residents, but of notable relevance to other students and practitioners in medical and mental health fields, this book lays out a specific sequence for learning psychotherapy that...
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Information Security Applications: 8th International Workshop, WISA 2007, Jeju Island, Korea, August 27-29, 2007Springer, 2008
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 8th International Workshop on Information Security Applications, WISA 2007, held in Jeju Island, Korea, August 27-29, 2007.
The 27 revised full papers presented were carefully selected during two rounds of reviewing and improvement from 95 submissions. The papers are organized in topical...
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Graph Theory: A Problem Oriented Approach (Mathematical Association of America Textbooks)The Mathematical Association of America, 2008

	Graph Theory presents a natural, reader-friendly way to learn some of the essential ideas of graph theory starting from first principles. The format is similar to the companion text, Combinatorics: A Problem Oriented Approach also by Daniel A. Marcus, in that it combines the features of a textbook with those of a problem...
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No One Cares What You Had for Lunch: 100 Ideas for Your BlogPeachpit Press, 2006
Tired of filling up your blog with boring posts? Take the next step and get inspired to create something unique. Author Margaret Mason shows you the way with this fun collection of inspirational ideas for your blog. Nobody Cares What You Had for Lunch: 100 Ideas for Your Blog is a unique idea-book for bloggers seeking fun, creative inspiration....
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iOS Development with Flash: Your visual blueprint for developing Apple appsVisual, 2010

	This book is for intermediate-to-advanced Flash
	developers who want to use their knowledge of Flash
	and ActionScript to develop iPhone applications.


	Use your Flash skills to create popular apps for Apple products


	The new version of Flash allows you to export your developed applications as iOS apps, which can...
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Beginning Backbone.js (Expert's Voice in Web Development)Apress, 2013

	Beginning Backbone.js is your step-by-step guide to learning and using the Backbone.js library in your web projects. Backbone.js is one of the most popular JavaScript libraries among web developers, used to create modular, single-page web apps. This book takes you from downloading Backbone.js and its dependencies all the way to using...
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